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ABSTRACT

Ambiguous knowledge is present in several klnd of situations that formally corre-
spond with knowing that a disjunction is true, but it is not known which dement
of the disjunction makes it true [8], [11]. We define an a poster/or/knowledge op-
erator that allows to extend knowledge from ambiguous knowledge and undefined
information, being in the meanwhile, potential knowledge and/or belief. Restriction
to three truth-values of model-based approach in [11] is used in s formalisation that
captures the dynamic character of knowledge and belief. The expansion operation
of AGM paradigm [12] is used to explore clear (information) alternatives that can
be obtained from ambiguous information.

Keywords: Knowledge, A posteriori Knowledge, Potential Knowledge, Belief.

I Introduction

For knowledge and belief, the semantics of possible worlds [15] has been attractive for the
intuitive way in which description of actual and possible worlds can he established. Kripke’s
possible worlds are sets of interpreted formulas according with classical two-valued semantic.
Worlds are related through a relation called of possibility. World w is possible for the actual
one w0, whenever w0 and w satisfy the possibility relation. Logics of knowledge and belief
using that semantics e. g. [13] [14], consider knowledge in too as the true formulas in all the
w0-possible-worlds. Thus, if ~o is knowledge and ~ is a logical consequence of ~o, then ~0 is
true in all the worlds in which ~o is, and is knowledge as well. This logical omniscience is
unintuitive to model real agents of knowledge and belief [22]

A formal tool that seems more flexible to formalise knowledge and belief is a three-valued
logic such as Kleene’s logic [17]. A three-valued interpretation assigns undefined truth-value,
toghether with classical true and false ones. Process to change formulas truth-wLlues from
undefined to true or false, is called a refinement in this paper.

Possible worlds in three-valued logic canbe defined as sets of formulas interpreted as true,
false and undefined [1]. World w is possible for present world w0, when set of true formulas in
w0 is a subset of true formulas in w and set of false formulas in wo is a subset offa/se formulas
in w. Semantically, three-valued interpretation of w is refinement of wo interpretation. Using
three-valued interpretations, the knowledge can be defined in accordance with the fact that
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its obtaintion is performed under real circumstance of incomplete current information and
limited resources e. g. [1], [I0], [11].

However, although with three-valued logic is possible to deal with undefined information
in flexible way, there are lacks in order to treat with ambiguous information which formal
expression is through disjunctive statements. In three-valued logics such as in [10], based
upon Kleen’s logic [17], a disjunction is true whenever, at least and necessarily, one of its
literal is true. However, there are several situations in which the known information is a
collection of alternatives such that the especific true one is unknown. A so simple example
is provided when a coin is flipped: the information provided by that action is ambiguous; a
formMisation of it is given by a true disjunction with all literal truth-values undefinedI.

In order to work in a frame in which ambiguity can be well represented and handled, Brewka
and Hertzberg [8] as well as Del Val and Shoham [9] proposed to use theories of action and
knowledge. The intuitive idea is to encode actions in rules in such a way that application of
a post-condition deppends of the current pre-condition. In [11] a four-valued logic that leads
with true disjunction having no true literal is proposed. This logic is applied over ambiguous
information that is desambiguated through a postcondition. Drainkov’s work goes in the
direction of Brewka and Hertzberg’s approach, although is based on Belnap’s four-valued
logic [5] instead of classical possible worlds used in [8].
The proposed logic in this paper is close to Driankov’s logic. We define an epistemic state
as a set of three-valued interpretation or states satisfing an informative partial order. Inside
aa epistemic state, given the current state, every of its possible ones provides equal or more
information. The intuitive meaning of this partial order is that there axe alternative strands to
be analized when extending knowledge from actual knowledge. The suitable use of informative
order in modal logic has been mainly developed by N. Belnap [5] and J. Van Benthem [6].

In this paper knowledge in the present state is defined as the true sentences in all possible
states. Three-Valued interpretations of possible states are refinements of actual state inter-
pretation, and refinement of possible state interpretations correspond to possible worlds of
possible worlds, and so on. This gradual process of refinement provides to model the dynamic
evolving generating a posteriori knowledge from ambiguous knowledge (and from undefined
information) of actual state. Potential knowledge can be defined as the true or undefined
statements in possible states whenever the negated statement does not appear at any pos-
sible state. Thus, potential knowledge can be considered the meanwhile step of a posteriori
knowledge. By other hand, belief can be every true formula in at least one possible state.
On this way, a statement and its negation could be believed, whenever each one appear in
distinct possible states. Notice that potential knowledge is belief, but not conversely.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 an adapatation of Driankov’s logic to values
true, false and undefined for finite sets is developed. In section 3, modal operators of knowledge
and belief based upon logic of section 2 are defined. In section 4 the proposed approach is
compared with related works. FinMly, work evolution is discussed and the conclusions given.

1The example is used for Brewka and Hertzberg in order to show a weakness of Update Theory (UT)
of Katzuno and Mendeishon [16], and further improvements aa that of [26] when dealing with ambiKum
information. If head is the visible coin side before flipping action, UT formalism allows head aa unique result,
being contraintuitive. This biased result is due by application of minimality criterio of change in UT, in which
head entails head V tail.
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In this section is introduced a finite partial logic being a restriction of four-valued logic [11], to
true, false and undefined truth-values. It is enough for the paper porponse because ezpansions
of actual state are defined in a cumulative a logic. While Driankov’s logic is defined for single
formulas we established definitions for finite sets by using partial interpretations.

2.1 Logical and Informative Lattices.

Consider a propositional language £ defined from a finite vocahniary of a set of propositional
variables, Atm(£) = {Pz, ...,Pn), and the logical connectives V, A, and -~. Let ~p be a finite
set of sentences and Atm(¢) the propositional variables from Atm(£) which are used in the
construction of formulas in ~ only. Then £(~) is the closed language from Arm(C) under
A,V and -~.
On the semantic side, we consider the partial order [L3; <] where L3 is the set of truth-
values (u, t,/) and <_ is defined as follows: f < u, f < t, and u < t. The operations
a V b = maz(a, b), and a A b = rain(a, b), with a, b E ~3, turn this partial order into a
logical lattice. The complement -~, is defined as: -~(t) = f -~(f) = t and -,(u) -- u. 
lattice operations are used to define, respectively, the the logical connectives and, or, and
negation. On the information side, is considered the partial order [/3; C] where I3 is the set
of truth-values {u, t, f} and C is defined as follows: u C f aad u v- t. The operations I"1 and
LJ, defined as: a I1 b = rain(a, b), and a U b = ma:c(a, b), with a, b E I3, turn this partial order
into a information lattice. (Algebraical properties of these lattices are given in [11].)

2.2

In this subsection three-valued interpretations of set expansions and partial orders among
them are defined. Logical and informative operations axe extended to them. Let Q= 2Lit(@

and 7> E Q. Any expansion from ¢, uses as expansion set an element from Q. Expansion
operation is denoted by -I- symbol as in [12], and the expanded set as follows:

E=~, ~EQ

The set of expansions from ¢ is £ = {E0 = ~,E1,...En); £is finite whenever ~ is finite. Let
Y" be the set of £(~b)-formulas.

Definition. A three-valued interpretation is a mapping I from Atm(¢) to (t, f,u}.
The truth-value of a formula a E E in I, is defined in the usual inductive manner using the
above introduced connectives and is denoted/’~[a]. I is a model of & set E if and only if
assigns truth-value true to every formula in E.

According to this definition of interpretation it can be shown that there is a unique model
for any conjunction in ~ and at least one model for any disjunction.

Let :~ be the set of all interpretations for all elements in £, Z = {IE, : Ei E £}. In general
there is a finite set of I~ for each El. The relation C, defined initially on 13 can be extended
to elements of Z in the following manner:
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Easily can be shown that [27;E] is a partial order, and operations, 17 and 12, defined over
interpretations, make it a lattice:

Now, IMsa can be defined as this model of 81 such that there does not exist another
model M~,, such that M~a C_ IMsa. Again, if the set of formulas contains only conjunctions
it has a unique informationally minimal model which is equal to its model. But when the set
of formulas contains disjunctions, there is a number of informationally minimal models which
can not be ordered ~mongst themselves with respect to U_ on 27. From these models the notion
of an epistemic state is derived in next subsection.

2.3 Epistemic States

Following Driankov, herein we define an epistemic state ES¢, for a set ~ of formulas, as a
set of partial interpretations of ~b, E,q¢ - {I~, ...,In}, such that the truth-value of a in ES~,,
denoted as ES¢,[a], is given by Ii[r,] 17 ... 17 I,L[a] ¯ A model episternic state of ~b, denoted as
MES¢, is the epistemic state in which the truth value of the formulas in ~b is t. Let z8 be
the set of all epistemic states. The partial order _E on z can be introduced over ~ as follows:

¯ ¥81, 82 Ec, ESs, r-_ESFaiffE~nE2~¢,and
VIE2EES82, 3 I8~ E ESEa, such that lea E_ IFa.

It is still possible to extend the 17 and U operations to elements of z~ generalazing the one
over [z; t_l] (for details see [2]).
Now, an informationally minimal model epistemic state, denoted as IMESs~, is defined as
this model epistemic state of E1 such that there does not exist another model epistemic state,
MES~a, such that MES~, C_ IMESs,. Again, for a set E containing only conjunctions,
IMESE corresponds with its unique model. In the case of a set containing only a disjunctions
a of n literals in 81, it can be shown that IMESEa can only be constructed as follows:

¯ Let Lit(a) - {11, ..., in) be the literals of a.
IMESsa - {IMS~,,...,IMS~}, where
IMSi[li] - t if li E Lit+(a), or
IMSi[l~] - f if l~ E Lit-(a), and
Vl ~ li, IMSi[l] = u.

Lit+(-,) is the set of positive literals of a and Lit-(-,) the set of negative literals of a. The
remarkable thing about IMESEa is the following property:

IMESE, [p] = u, Vp E Lit(~b), while IMESsa [a] = t

Observe that there are as many members in IMESsa as literals in a. This property is
very desirable to deal with ambiguous knowledge in a economic way. The construction for
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one disjunction is generalized for sets with any number of disjunctions taking the union of
informationally minimal model epistemic state of each disjunction:

U ZMESo.
oeBs

In the particular case of epistemic states obtained by expansion, let Z(£) be the set 
IMESE’s. Because expansion is monotone, the informative order C_ over 2~(£) corresponds
with the order over expansions set £: whenever EI is expansion of E, IME$8 C_ IMESE, is
satisfied.
Example 1. Fore= {a = aVb}, IMES,~ = {(t,u),(u,t)); IMESc,[a] = u, IMES,~[b] 
u, but IMESb[a] = t.
Formal structure defined by Doherty in [10] provides a framework for epistemic definition
based on the above semantic.

Definition. A mode/frame is an ordered tupla ~ = ~ ~, l,~, C_), where I,# is the set of partial
interpretation that satisfies ~ and z is the set of IE~, for i = 0,..., n. For any I * E z we
assume that I C_ I~, for every 1 6 1b.
Definition. Aa interpretation I E z in the model frame ~ satisfies a sentence ~o 6 c, I ~M
~0, if and only if I(~0) = t. Is said that the frame satisfies ~0, ,~ ~ cp, if every I E z satisfies ~0.
For a set F such that any sentencence of F is satisfied by ~, is said that the frame ~ satisfies
r,

3 Knowledge and Belief

Propositional language ~ is extended by adding modal operators of Knowledge/l’, Belief
B, Potential Knowledge Kp, and Aposteriorl Knowledge gaps. The language extended
with these modal operators is called ec by epistemic language. Arguments .of ¢c are any kind
of object or epistemic formulas. In the satisfaction relation I ~,~ ~o, whenever the model
frame ~ is clear the subindex is ommited. (Easy reading of the following definitions could be
done with example 2)

Definition. A formula to is Imowledge in the model frame ~, I ~ K(~) if and only if,
1) or
2) K.po( 
Definition. An interpretation J/8 maz/ma/for a set ~b in ~, if and only if it assign~ true
or false truth-values to every subformula of any formula in ~.

Definition. A formula ~0 is a poster/or/knowledge in the model fzame ~, I ~ Kop°(~0)
if and only if,
1.) I ~=~ ~u and
2.) For all maximal J, such that I C J, J ~ ~o
Proposition. I~K,p,(~oVfl) if and only if (V3, J~o) or (V J, 3[=~), 
maximal J.
Intuitively, a posteriori knowledge allows to know certain facts about ambiguous a priori
knowledge: it is possible to know the possible alternatives about one fact ~ltongh not know
which of them is really true. For example, one can know that today will rain or not, but not
know what effectively will occur. This is the case of tautological sentences; hut not only that:
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Kaps (A) ~ I1

Figure 1: Aposteriori Knowledge

I can know that my friend from Grenoble comes to Baxcelone by plane, train or bus, altough
I do not know which one of these transportations efectively he will use (see example 1).

Definition. A sentence ~a is believed in the model frame ~4, I ~ B(~a) if and only 
I ~ ~a, and 3 F, with I U_ I t such that F ~ ~a (Fig. 2).

B (A)

.~
II

I2

In

Figure 2: Belief

Some useful semantical observations of defined operators axe mentioned.

1. I ~ -~B(~) if and only if I ~ B(~) if and only if V/t, such that I C F, I t [~

2. I ~ -~Kf~(qo) if and only if I [~ K,pr(~) if and only if 

3. I ~ -,K, ps(~a) if and only if I ~ K,p,(~a) if and only if t such that I C I’ I’ ~ ~a

Definition. A formula qa is potential knowledge in the model frame ~4, I ~Ju Kp(cp) 
and only if,

and
2) V I’, such that I _U I’, I’ ~ -%a.

Observe that I ~ Kp(~a) if and only if I ~ -~B(-%a). A particular case is when 
B(~a)A-~B(-~qa) --* Kp(¢p). Thus, potential knowledge is belief, but not necesaxtly the converse:
a true formula in a state and false in another is belief but not potential knowledge.

Example 2

E] E2 Epistemic status in MES~

{a = a V b} o,a o,b K(a), B(a), B(b), Kp(a), Kp(b)
B(a), K (b)
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K..(a), B(b), K.(b)

Each row represents possible expansion states from ~. Epistemic sentences deppends of actual
expansions. In model epistemic state of thirth row El C E2 is satisfied.

Kp(A)
...Q II

2
Figure 3: Potential Knowledge

Rationality of one agent concerns with consistency inside its set of beliefs. In this paper we
consider that given a frame, a statement ~0 is consistent with beliefs of an agent whenever the
agent does not believe in the frame the negation of the statement. In that case the a~mnative
statement can become to be knowledge and can be considered potential knowledge for the
agent. The converse is also intuitive: a default no contradictory conclusion can be considered
potential knowledge.
In the other hand, in the case of an agent that is compelled to believe a statement aJBrmed
and negated, except in the case to be trivial and uninteresting, the agent must deal with each
one in local and different subfra~-nes. Our forma~sm provides this possibility. Consistency
condition prevents to include contradictory statements in the same possible state. But any
statement can be considered true in a subframe of full frame .~, having a suitable meaning as
local knowledge. The point is that in this case, any of the statements cannot be considereded
potential knowledge, and thus cannot become to be knowledge (see example 3).

Example 3. It is showed the application ofepistemlc definitions by modeling the well known
Nixon Diamond problem. Let r be taken for republican, q for quacker and p for pacifist. It is
guessed that republicans are not pacifist, quackers are pacifists and that Nixon is republican
and quacker. In our approach this can be write as follows:

{, ^ -. B(-p), q ̂  -x,(-p) -. B(p), 

The example shows that there is no problem to deal with contradictory information. Con-
tradictory statements are treated in diferent expansion sets belonging to diferent branches of
model frame ~. So, divided opinion about Nixon pacificity, due to belong to both identified
groups, cannot be established as knowledge, but is possible to deal with it adequatetly as local
information (Cumulative Default Logic of Meyer and Hoeck [21] provides a dose treatment
of such kind of topics).
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3.1 Recursivity and Epistemical Acceptance.

Definitions of knowledge, potential knowledge and belief are recursive: they appeal the sat-
isfaction of operators arguments in possibles states to decide if it is knowledge, potential
knowledge or belief. Each succesor repeats the process. Whenever the conditions are satisfied
the process stops sad sentence epistemic status is established. This is a constructive process
because status of any sentence is determined whenever conditions are fulfilled.
Now we mentione some obvious epistemic observations satisfied by the epistemic operators:
1) I~K~w(A~ta~ ) then I~ K,vr(c~i ) for if 1,...,n and 2) I~ B(A~ai) then
I ~ B(a~) for i = 1,...,n.

3.2 Metarules.

The following rules introduce condition according with our epistemic intend in a model frame.
1.) I ~ K~p~(V~’~0i) ̂ i - K,pr(~oi)) :, K~ps~oi forsomei E { 1,.. .,n}
2.) I ~ Kapr(V~i) A (3 i -~B("~pi)) ==~ Kp~pi for some i E {1,..., n}

1.) says that at least a part of an ambiguous knowledge sentence must be unambiguous in the
future. Metarule 2.) established the plausibility of a substatement in a disjunctive knowledge
sentence.

Proposition. If I ~ Ka~((^~/) --, 8) and exists expansions Ex,...E,n of ~b such 
respectively ~ --, 8, ~i EEi, then I ~ Kavs(~).

3.3 Belief modalities

It is convenient to point out the essential difference of our belief definition with respect to
more usual way to define it in modal logics of belief. Hintikka [15] defines belief as true
formulas in every possible worlds, except at most, in actual world. This corresponds to
aa ~ccesibility relation among possible worlds that is not reflexive. As fax as the author
knows, this restricition to accesibility relation is the common restriction imposed to modal
belief operator [13], 14], [19]. Intuitive meaning is that essential difference between belief
and knowledge is that knowledge is true in every possible world but necessarily in the actual
one. Belief is not compelled to be true in the actual world, due to its subjective character. In
several approaches Hintikka’s view of belief is followed, while in our proposal is not assumed.

Moreover, in our approach, just at the moment that a potential knowledge statement
appears in every possible world is a posteriori knowledge, and comes to be knowledge in
actual state by reflezivity from possible worlds to actual world.

Our belief definition is so wide that any statement satisfied in at least one possible world is
belief, and potential knowledge can be consider consistent belief. However, a subtle appoint-
ment about so wide definition has been mentioned [25]: true statement in only one possible
world could be consider any thing that can be tought, although not necessarily be believed.
The reader might to think a world inhabited by pink English speaker elephants, but being
a little judicious does not to believe it. In spite of the subjective character of belief, seems
reasonable that there must have a certain individual (or social) compromise to believe some
thing.

Our formal approach can be used in such a way that each possible world is the begining
of a local frame. Herein subjective belief is true in a subframe of complete frame while
knowledge the true statements in complete frame. At this point the key is that beginning of
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frame is an arbitrary but fixed world. Can be argued that knowledge should be defined as
true sentences in current state taking as current state any world in the frame. But we think
that this is an idealization of process to obtain knowledge. We consider that knowledge is
obtained through a constructive process that begins given an a priori information, and such
that with information added on the way (under determined circumstances), it is extended.

3.4 Related works

8.4.1 Awareness, Implicit and Explicit Beliefs.

In the attempt to avoid logical omniscience and ideal reasoning Levesque introduced distinc-
tion between explicit and implicit beliefs [19]. Every explicit belief is implicit, but the last
ones could be entailed from the explicits. However is not so dear how an implicit (undefined)
belief can become to be explicit (a posteriorz~ one. In our model-based approach we can
treat explicit belief as a priori knowledge and implicit belief as undefined or ambiguous ones.
Deppendig of actual cappabUities of the agent is possible to extend explicit beliefs. The logic
of awareness [13] defined over Kripke’s possible worlds has intuitions close to our approach.

3.4.2 Defaults Theories.

In our approach, we avoid to take a definitive position about any statement if there is not
enough information to do it. In this sense, it is sim|lar with default epistemic logics [7],
[10], and essentially different with theories that use dosed world assumption e. g. [20], in
which the negation of information not explicitely deduced is taken. Our approach leads with
nonmonotone conclusions in the line of preferred default theories [21]. Belief and potential
knowledge are satisfied by some preferred models. This graAuality is as preferential entailment
leads with non-monotonicity [24].

3.5 Proof Method

A similar proof method as that in Doherty’s work [10] can be used in the syntactical handled
of epistemic model frames. This proof method is an extension of Gentzen analytic tableaux.
We can add, as our knowledge and belief conditions as the sentences containing our currant
interest, in the open branches of analytic tableaux. At this way, the proposed formalism
that is based upon three-vMued model frames, has a natural proof method by extending the
powerful analytic tableaux method, which natural charachterizatio, for 3-valued logics has
been developed in [4].

Forthcoming work
A more accurate way to obtain states by expansion is talc|~g the minimal set P in Q that
results in ~O~. It means to apply preferential criterion over set (2 and to expand @ using the
minimal information. As has been mentioned, for the present paper porpouse, restriction to
values t, f and u of four-valued Drlankov’s logic is enough, because we detlne expansion sets of
actual state in a cumulative a logic. A suitable extension for states obtained by contraction
or revision AGM operation, or by updating operation could be done. Following this way,
seems that we could allows to generalize revision operator in the llne suggested by Katsuno
and Mendelzon [16] and Del Vai [9].
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Concluding Remarks.
An epistemic logic that captures --we hope in a suitable way-- dynamical process to ex-
tend knowledge from ambiguous and undefined information is proposed. Modal operators of
a poster/or/knowledge, knowledge and belief have been defined. A poster~or~ knowledge is
obtained from undefined information or from ambiguous knowledge, in such a way that inter-
mediate step correspond with potential knowledge. Belief is consider local knowledge; thus
an statement and its negation can be believed in an epistemic state without allowing global
contradiction. A close approache is developed in [2] using partial logic; it is done because
there is an equivalence between partial and three-valued logic.
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